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November 20

6.30 P.M.

SHOPLIFTERS
Japanese 2018 121 minutes

50
January 15

Hirokazu Koreeda

Living in the bleak outskirts of Tokyo, Osami and his son
routinely shoplift to make ends meet. One day they meet
a little girl shivering in the cold. Osami’s wife reluctantly
agrees to shelter the girl, although the family is struggling
to survive. When the son is arrested, deep secrets are
exposed.

6.30 P.M.

RASHOMON
Japanese 1951 88 minutes

Akira Kurosawa

In mediaeval Japan, four people give conflicting accounts
of a violent incident in a forest. This vivid drama effectively
demonstrates the subjectivity of truth. It was the first
Japanese film to be shown widely in the West. Best Film at
Venice 1951. First shown by OFS in 1990.

January 15

8.15 P.M.

LADYBIRD LADYBIRD
English 1994 101 minutes

An unmarried mother struggles to keep her children out of
care. Her life is a mess and her choice of men appalling.
Then she meets a Paraguayan refugee, who may turn
her life round. However, social services don’t see it that
way. This typically uncompromising drama features an
outstanding performance by Crissy Rock. First shown by
OFS in 1996.

50
November 27

6.30 P.M.

WILD STRAWBERRIES
Swedish 1957 91 minutes

Ingmar Bergman

An elderly professor reminisces over his life while on a
journey with his daughter-in-law to receive an honorary
doctorate. Skilfully moving between past and present,
dreams and reality, this finely directed film features an
outstanding performance by 78-year-old former silent film
director Victor Sjöstrom. First shown by OFS in 1985.

November 27

8.15 P.M.

AN AUTUMN TALE
French 1998 112 minutes

O.F.S. 50th ANNIVERSARY
The Open Film Society started in late 1969. To celebrate
our 50th anniversary, we are showing ten films from previous
seasons in five double bills spread throughout the season.
All the directors chosen have had at least six films
previously shown by us. In particular we are showing films
by the three most popular directors, namely Woody
Allen (22 films), Pedro Almodóvar (14) and Ken Loach (13).

October 30

6.30 P.M.

COLD WAR
Polish/French 2018 89 minutes

December 4

6.30 P.M.

Turkish 2018 188 minutes

NO FILM ON 11 December
Pawel Pawlikowski

November 6

French 2018 90 minutes

6.30 P.M.

AN IMPOSSIBLE LOVE
Catherine Corsini

In 1950s France, Rachel, a young Jewish woman, becomes
infatuated by Philippe who is handsome and educated,
but also supercilious and casually anti-Semitic. A doomed
relationship ensues and he refuses to acknowledge their
daughter Chantal. Yet he reappears when the kid is in her
teens and entrances her in much the same way as her mother.

November 13

6.30 P.M.

John Carroll Lynch

6.30 P.M.

DOGMAN
Italian 2018 103 minutes

Matteo Garrone

In a rundown Italian seaside town in a tiny shop Marcello
patiently waits for dogs to groom. The local bully is
Simone, a former boxer with a dog larger than Marcello.
The two become involved and Marcello takes the wheel
during a robbery, then joins Simone on a cocaine run.
Frightened, the local lads plot how to get rid of Simone.

January 29

6.30 P.M.

SUMMER 1993
Catalan 2018 97 minutes

Carla Simón

Six-year-old Frida may not be cut out to be a big sister, but
new step-parents or foster carers might take heart from
her slow emotional evolution over the summer following
the death of her mother. The director draws on her own
childhood to tell a moving story. Best first feature at the
Berlinale.

6.30 P.M.

WAJIB – THE WEDDING
INVITATION
Arabic 2018 96 minutes

Annemarie Jacir

When Abu’s daughter Amal is to be married, custom
demands that the wedding invitations be delivered by
hand. So Abu and his estranged son Shadi spend a day
traipsing round Nazareth, bickering and needling as they
go. The result is a comedy–drama that reveals much about
the two men and not a little about the undercurrents of
Palestinian life.

RETURN OF THE HERO
Laurent Tirade

Captain Charles proposes marriage to Pauline and
then heads off to the Napoleonic wars. He does not
write, so sister Elizabeth forges ardent letters to console
Pauline. Then the captain shows up! Not as a hero but as
‘Gregoire’, a drunken deserter. Somehow Elizabeth and
Gregoire turn the situation to his advantage.

2020
January 8
French 2017 107 minutes

As he goes through his daily routines in Arizona, 90-yearold Lucky has a series of conversations reflecting on his
life and its closing stages. In many ways the situation of
the leading actor Harry Dean Stanton was not dissimilar.
This was his last screen role, as he died aged 91, shortly
after the film came out.
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6.30 P.M.

6.30 P.M.

THE HOUSE BY THE SEA

LUCKY
English 2017 88 minutes

Nuri Bilge Ceylan

Set in rural Turkey, a young graduate and would-be writer
returns home, where his talent is appreciated by nobody
and his father’s gambling is becoming troublesome. From
this, Ceylan weaves a multi-layered and many-threaded
drama with his usual observant humanity.

December 18

January 22

February 5

THE WILD PEAR TREE

A romance between two musically-talented people starts
in post-war Poland. The young couple find that survival,
artistic freedom and being together are not compatible
aims behind the Iron Curtain. A very graphic exciting film
shot in black and white, it has won 34 awards.

French 2018 135 minutes

Érich Rohmer

The friends of a lonely widowed wine-grower try to help her
find a new man. This typically talkative comedy of manners
from Rohmer is immensely charming and perceptive, and
firmly rooted in the realities of everyday life. First shown by
OFS in 1999.

2019

Ken Loach

Robert Guédiguiane

When her father suffers a stroke, actress Angèle returns to
her village near Marseilles for the first time since her young
daughter drowned. So does her son Joseph, a firebrand
political activist with a much younger girlfriend. Another
son, Armand, never left the village and runs the family
restaurant. It’s winter and no tourists are around. Tensions
simmer within the family.

February 12

6.30 P.M.

L’AMANT DOUBLE
French 2017 107 minutes

François Ozon

Chloe, a former model, is referred to psychoanalyst Paul.
They embark upon a relationship when Chloe discovers
that Paul has a twin named Louis. As Paul and Louis begin
to merge in her mind, Chloe investigates the twins’ past
rivalry. She becomes convinced that a cyst in her gut is the
remains of a twin sister from her mother’s womb.
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50
February 19

May 6

50
6.30 P.M.

March 25

6.30 P.M.

Luis Buñuel

French 1999 95 minutes Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne

An impoverished womanising Spanish gentleman pays
the price of seducing his young ward. This complex black
comedy features fine performances by Fernando Rey and
Catherine Deneuve. Buñuel’s assured direction goes to the
heart of his subject while keeping an ironic distance. First
shown by OFS in 1982.

A young woman living on a trailer park with her
alcoholic mother struggles to keep her life together.
Her temperament works against her as she tries to live
a normal life. This intensely moving drama, with little
dialogue, benefits hugely from a stunning performance by
Emilie Dequenne (Best Actress Cannes 1999). Palme d’Or
Cannes 1999. First shown by OFS in 2000.

Spanish 1970 99 minutes

February 19

8.15 P.M.

February 26

6.30 P.M.

Fatih Akin

6.30 P.M.

Lee Changdong

Hae-mi is an acquaintance of Jong-su. She introduces
him to her urbane, wealthy friend Ben, who tells him that
his secret hobby is setting fire to derelict outhouses. He
says that he has already chosen the next target, close to
Jong-su’s place. Called to a rendezvous in the countryside,
Jong-su finds that Ben is there alone. FIPRESCI Award at
Cannes in 2018.

March 11

6.30 P.M.

THE GUARDIANS
French 2018 138 minutes

Xavier Beauvois

In the Deux-Sèvres region of western France a bucolic way
of life is overthrown by the start of World War I. With all
the young men at the front, how will the widowed Hortense
run her farm? Quite well it seems, but home visits by the
men prove subtly disruptive. An occasional telegram brings
tragedy. But the biggest upheaval is the arrival of the
Americans.

8.15 P.M.

6.30 P.M.

Alice Rohrwacher

French 2018 113 minutes
Hirokazu Koreeda

A woman’s remarriage after the suicide of her first husband is
overshadowed by her inability to get over his death. Set in a
bleak fishing village, this is a deeply moving account of people
not living but merely existing. First shown by OFS in 1997.

April 1

6.30 P.M.

DISOBEDIENCE

6.30 P.M.

SICILIAN GHOST STORY
Italian 2017 122 minutes F. Grassadonia & A. Piazza
When Luna’s teenage crush Giuseppe vanishes into
thin air, it seems that nobody else can be bothered. She
tries to raise a search party but gets nowhere. Eventually
she trusts her subconscious and tries to locate him by
dreaming. There are references to classical mythology,
fairy tales and a red coat for fans of Nicholas Roeg!

April 15

6.30 P.M.

Laurent Cantet

A well-respected novelist named Olivia is sent to help a
group of young people at a summer writing workshop. The
project will recall the town’s industrial past. Antoine feels
indifferent, more concerned with modern-day fears. He
soon clashes with the rest of the group and with Olivia,
who seems at the same time alarmed and captivated by
his violence.

50
May 27

6.30 P.M.

Sebastián Lelio

Photographer Ronit returns to London from New York on
the death of her father, a rabbi. Her two old friends Dovid
and Esti are now married and he is a rabbi. Their strict way
of life reminds Ronit why she left and of the passionate
affair she had with Esti. That spark is rekindled and the
situation soon becomes fraught.

April 8

May 20

THE WORKSHOP

MABOROSI

English 2017 114 minutes

BURNING
Korean 2018 148 minutes

March 25

Japanese 1995 110 minutes

Katja (Diane Kruger), a German woman whose Turkish
husband and young son are killed in a Hamburg bombing
is convinced it was the work of neo-Nazis. The police think
otherwise and try to blame the associates of her husband
who was a drug dealer. A horrible court case ensues.
Kruger won the Best Actress award at Cannes in 2017.

March 4

May 13

An isolated pastoral village is dominated by a terrible
marchesa. A bond is sealed when her son Tancredi befriends
Lazzaro (a peasant). Becoming disillusioned with the estate,
Tancredi fakes his own kidnapping and takes Lazzaro
along to pose as the kidnapper. Chaos follows, with a great
plot twist to look forward to. Best screenplay at Cannes.

Federico Fellini

IN THE FADE
German 2017 106 minutes

The film takes place in two rooms and unfolds in a series
of phone calls. Police officer Asger has been taken off
the street pending an investigation which is scheduled for
the next day. He takes a desperate call from a kidnapped
woman, phoning covertly from her ex-husband’s van. Drop
by drop, information is fed to us and our nerves shredded.

Italian 2018 128 minutes

Rimini during the fascist period is remembered in
exuberant fashion by Fellini. This typical mixture of fantasy,
bawdy humour and melancholy creates an affectionate
portrait of the director’s youth. Art direction and score (by
Nino Rota) are also exceptional. Best Foreign Film Oscar
1974. First shown by OFS in 1979.

Gustav Möller

HAPPY AS LAZZARO

AMARCORD
Italian 1973 123 minutes

THE GUILTY
Danish 2018 85 minutes

ROSETTA

TRISTANA

6.30 P.M.

6.30 P.M.

MANHATTAN
English 1979 96 minutes

Woody Allen

A TV writer frets about his job, his relationships, his
friendships and his life generally. This represents Woody
Allen’s coming-of-age as a director. It is an edgy social
drama, a celebration of New York and very, very funny.
First shown by OFS in 1981.

May 27

8.15 P.M.

TALK TO HER
Spanish 2002 112 minutes

Pedro Almodóvar

Two comatose women bring together the two men who
care for them. This mature work from Almodóvar is
daring, profound, funny and moving – and technically
inventive and playful. It covers a whole range of issues and
harmonises then into a very satisfying whole. First shown
by OFS in 2004.

WOMAN AT WAR
Icelandic 2018 101 minutes

Benedikt Erlingsson

Leading a double life in Iceland can’t be easy. Halla
believes in environmentalism and uses all her ingenuity to
fight against the recently-built aluminium smelter and the
dam that powers it, while at the same time pursuing a more
personal dream. A beautifully shot comedy–thriller.

April 22

6.30 P.M.

COLUMBUS
English/Korean 2018 104 minutes

Kogonada

Jin flies from Seoul to Indiana to see his hospitalised
father where he meets Casey, who has put her life on hold
to keep her addict mother on track. Both parents have
selfishly neglected their children, but with diametrically
opposite results. Through this strange asymmetry, a bond
develops between the grown-up children.

March 18

6.30 P.M.

Marcelo Matinessi

Set in Paraguay, we meet two characters whose 30-yearlong relationship is rocked by money issues. Disaster
strikes when Chiquita is jailed for debt. With robust
confidence, she immediately settles in, chattering away
with the others in the yard. Shy Chela hangs back, then
begins to provide a local taxi service to a group of elderly
wealthy ladies.
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6.30 P.M.

CAPERNAUM

THE HEIRESSES
Spanish 2018 98 minutes

April 29

Arabic 2018 126 minutes

Nadine Labaki

Winner of the Grand Jury Prize at Cannes, Capernaum
tells of Zain, a Lebanese boy who runs away from an
abusive home. He is befriended by an Ethiopian woman
working without papers, and looks after her baby while
she goes to work. When she is picked up by the police he
is forced onto the streets, taking the baby with him, and is
confronted by some terrible choices.

You can visit our website at http://www.openfilmsociety.co.uk/
You can tweet about us on http://www.twitter.com/OU_Film
The Open Film Society may be contacted by emailing
j.p.twomey@open.ac.uk. Films will be shown in the
Open University Hub Theatre on Walton Hall Campus,
entrance to which is from Groveway (H9) or Brickhill Street
(V10). Please park in Church Parking (see map). Full
membership of the Society costs £81 (equivalent to £2.45
per film). Associate membership (5-film pass) at £29 allows
entry to any FIVE films. Guests are welcome with tickets
(1-film pass) on sale at the door 15 minutes before each
performance at a cost of £7 per film (£6 concessions with
proof of status). Drinks and snacks can be bought in the
Hub Bar from 5.30 pm. No one under the age of 16 can
be admitted.
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